Takes 10 Years Off Your Face in Just 10 Minutes

How a new revolutionary “molecular delivery technology” already used in life-saving medications can now give lift and volume to your face … while vanishing the appearance of lines, wrinkles, and age spots.

Dear Reader

Since I entered the anti-aging practice over 20 years ago...

One of the biggest lies I’ve uncovered are the big, empty promises made by over-the-counter anti-aging products, and beauty creams.

In fact, so many of my patients have come to me with so-called miracle products they’ve found in Walgreens, on TV, and even in high-end shopping malls...

That I refuse to call it anything short of fraud...

Because instead of treating the fine lines, wrinkles and age spots they’re intended for...

They actually sit on the surface of my patients’ skin...

Like the pile of petroleum-based globs they are...

Neither giving the skin treatment nor letting it breathe...

Creating a sludge of grease on the face that not only smells bad but is unpleasant to look at.

That’s why when my research team discovered the benefits of an innovative system called “molecular encapsulation”...

Heralded worldwide for its uncanny ability to bring vital medicines directly to the organs and tissues that need them...

We were particularly excited to adapt its technology to our skin treatment processes...

And share its ability to:

✔ Moisturize the interior layers of your dermal cells, making skin firm and plump
Erase the appearance of fine lines and wrinkles

Fade redness and age spots.

In fact, we’ve named this new cellular anti-wrinkle treatment Restore…

And the women who’ve tried it are already raving about it…

“I love this product!” says Amy B. of Montville, NJ. “Within a few minutes of applying the cream, it visibly plumps out the under-eye area and my cheeks as well as those annoying lines that deepen as we age between the nose and lips.”

She adds, “It also felt like it was tightening and smoothing my skin at the same time. I definitely feel I look younger whenever I use it. This is one product that appears to truly make a difference in helping me look younger. Please send another bottle right away!”

“Wow, this is a great product!” raves Cathy C. “The lines around my mouth and eyes are filled in and my skin is tightened. I love having younger-looking skin, so I will continue using Restore.”

“Restore goes to work right away and takes years off your face,” Cathy continues. “Why go under the knife when there’s Restore?”

“I got quick results and a smoother complexion,” says Judy R., “and Restore is not sticky like some other products.”

Takes 10 years off your face in just 10 minutes – as incredible as that sounds

With Restore we’ve solved the problem of the beautifying agents in your facial creams just sitting on the surface of the skin – and not penetrating into dermal layers – by using “liposome technology.”

This breakthrough delivery system encapsulates Restore’s unique blend of botanicals, vitamins, and essential oils into a liposome shell – an organic container that carries the beautifying agents deep into the skin cells.

Restore’s proprietary liposome shell is composed of phosphatidylcholine (PC), a phospholipid. While cell membranes repel water, they absorb PC – because they are in fact made of it! As a result, Restore is delivered deep into the cell for maximum firming and volume.
The skin lifts and plumps, and in doing so, the deep wrinkles and lines on your face all but vanish. And this wrinkle-erasing is fast, taking place literally within minutes. You can take 10 years off your face in only 10 minutes!

But the incredible liposome technology is, after all, just the “delivery system.” It’s the formula that Restore brings to your dermal layer that rejuvenates your skin cells, literally in minutes, like nothing else you’ve ever seen before.

Some of the ingredients in Restore are found in other skin creams. Others are special and uncommon. But thanks to Restore’s liposome shell, ALL the beautifying agents in Restore are carried through the membrane and into the core of the skin cells where they can do the most good.

7 ways Restore helps build younger-looking, smoother skin while fading age spots and vanishing wrinkles

The first skin-enhancing agent Restore brings to the interior of your skin cells thanks to its liposome delivery system is Bright Madonna Lily Leaf stem cell extract.

Also known as the white lily, this plant’s stem cells remedy a particular problem of aging faces: dark circles under the eyes. The stem cells block the transfer of melatonin to decrease dark spots, producing more even skin tone and a brighter complexion.¹

Correct your crows’ feet with Restore!

In a clinical study reported in the Journal of Cosmetic Dermatology, participants treated with a serum of white lily extract for 28 days experienced a significant improvement in skin luminance and tone around the eyes.²

The second skin-enhancing compound in Restore is guarana seed extract. Application of the seed extract to the face stimulates production of collagen – the main structural protein in the connective tissue that gives skin its strength.

In a study conducted in Hamburg, participants were treated with a face-care formulation containing guarana seed extract, creatine, and glycerol for 6 weeks. The researchers found that the formula stimulated collagen synthesis and also reduced sagging of the cheek in the jowl area.³

The third beautifying agent in Restore, hyaluronic acid (HA), a large molecule that binds to water. HA is one of the most potent moisturizing compounds known to medical science.

In a study published in Radiotherapy and Oncology, a hyaluronic acid cream was applied to the skin of patients who had acute reactions after radiation therapy for 6 weeks. The HA greatly
Reduced skin damage from the radiation treatments vs. a control group who did not get the HA cream application. 4

Restore's fourth skin protector is good old vitamin C which, as you may know from reading my articles, is one of nature's most powerful antioxidants.

British researchers examined the skin of more than 4,000 American women between ages 40 and 74. The women who got more vitamin C showed fewer wrinkles and less dryness. 5

In Restore, we use magnesium ascorbyl phosphate - a more stable form of vitamin C that doesn't break down in liquid as does ordinary C. That means the antioxidant molecules stay intact within your skin cells where they can prevent damage from dangerous free radicals.

Our fifth secret weapon behind Restore's incredible anti-aging effects for skin is coenzyme Q10.

Again, if you are one of my regular readers, you know I have long praised the virtues of taking CoQ10. I also pioneered the widespread use of ubiquinol, a form of the coenzyme that is 8 times more bioavailable to your body than the more conventional type, ubiquinone.

Japanese researchers found that taking CoQ10 promotes collagen production. They also discovered that CoQ10 acts as an antioxidant in the skin. Plus, CoQ10 supports production of the thin membrane that separates the layers of your skin. 6

The sixth nutrient in Restore's anti-aging arsenal for skin is white tea. The white tea contains polyphenols whose antioxidant properties help protect your skin against damage.

In a study published in the European Journal of Clinical Nutrition, older women were given a supplement containing white tea extract twice daily for 6 months. The participants taking the white tea formula had improved condition, structure, and firmness of the skin compared with a control group not taking the white tea extract. 7

The seventh skin-smoothing nutrient in Restore's liposome capsule is avocado oil, which reverses degenerative skin changes seen with aging by stimulating production of collagen and elastin fibers.

In a French study, a group of women between ages 50 and 69 participants were treated with a topical cream containing avocado extract and pentapeptides. The results showed improved skin cell metabolism and enhanced skin thickness. 8

We stacked the deck to make your face look even younger, faster.

We've stacked the decks for beauty success in your favor by packing into Restore's liposome delivery system even more skin nutrients that can help add volume, moisturize, fade spots, and vanish the appearance of wrinkles.
The other beautifying agents in each dab (and a dab a day is all you need) of Restore include: shea butter... hydrolyzed collagen... caprylic triglycerides from palm and coconut oil... alpha lipoic acid... vitamin E, a potent antioxidant... avocado oil... organic extra virgin olive oil... citric acid... L-Carnosine... glycerin... green tea extract... and many others – a combination of skin nutrients unduplicated by any other anti-aging beauty cream available today.

Order now and save big!


PLUS when you order my Ultimate Deal and join my VIP Auto Ship Program, I will include FREE shipping for as long you continue with Restore. No matter what your age, in just a few short weeks, you can repair your skin’s DNA and rejuvenate your delicate skin tissue at the cellular level, adding decades of youth and vibrancy to your face.

Try Restore today risk-FREE!

When your bottle of Restore arrives, apply a small amount directly to the deepest lines on your face. Then, wait about 10 minutes and look in the mirror.

It’s amazing, but the skin in the area expands almost instantly to fill in the line, and the appearance of wrinkles virtually vanishes in minutes. The skin looks smooth, natural, and vibrant – none of the clownish puffiness that Botox or inept plastic surgery can cause.

I am betting that when you see the speed and effectiveness of Restore at filling in skin lines, you’ll want to keep using it. But if for any reason … or for no reason … Restore is not for you, just let us know and you’ll get a prompt and full refund. That way, you risk nothing.

Plus a FREE gift when you order Restore today!

Order 2 or more bottles of Restore today with our unconditional money-back guarantee and I’ll rush you a FREE copy of my informative 24-page Special Report, “Unlocking the Beauty Code: The Genetic Secret to Staying Younger Longer.”

In its pages, you will discover:

• How to unlock the genetic secret to staying younger. Page 1.

• What men and women who live past 100 have that other people lack. Page 3.

• You already know how exposure to sun can prematurely age your skin. But did you know about the damage sun does to your DNA to age you even faster? Page 4.

• The 2 most potent anti-aging vitamins and the best ways to get the dosage of each you need daily – without risking your skin. Starts on page 6.
• The dangerous chemical in sunscreen that actually increases photo aging of your skin by inhibiting repair of cellular damage caused by UV rays. Page 7.

• Why eating fish can **improve your skin elasticity by 10%** in just 3 months. Page 10.

• A supplement you can take that **promotes collagen production** and protects your skin from oxidative damage. Page 12.

• 12 foods to eat that can **reduce the formation of wrinkles** and give you more youthful and radiant skin. Page 14.

• Avoid cooking with these common oils that can cause thinning, sagging skin and wrinkles. Page 16.

• The 10 worst chemicals hiding in skin care products millions of women use every day. They can prevent skin growth, mutate your DNA, and even cause cellular damage. Page 17.

• An under-publicized extract that can **extend the lifespan of your skin cells up to 30%** while fading sun spots and decreasing redness and pore size. Page 19.

• How a shark can keep your skin hydrated to **restore moisture and suppleness to your face**. Page 21.

• And more....

Best of all, you can keep **Unlocking the Beauty Code** as my free gift to you even if you return **Restore** for refund. This valuable special report really is my free gift to you – no strings attached.

**Which do you want—an aging, wrinkled face or young-looking, smooth, beautiful skin?**

Take a look at the women around you. You can see that for women, aging takes two different paths, at least as far as their looks are concerned.

Some look old, worn, and tired out, showing every bit of their years. Their skin is dry, sagging, spotted, and wrinkled.

Other women the same age walk past them smiling and confident. Their skin is smooth, unlined, vibrant, and glowing – much like it was in their 20s. They look younger, feel younger, and have more confidence and joy.

I know you, like thousands of my patients, want to choose the anti-aging path – to look and feel like you did 10, 20, or even 30 years ago.

Now, with **Restore** skin cream, you can have the smooth, unlined, unmarked face of a much younger you. And you can regain your youthful look right away.

So what are you waiting for? To order **Restore** anti-wrinkle cream on a no-risk, 90-day trial basis, simply call toll-free **888-795-4005** today. Or [click here now](#).
Sincerely,

Al Sears, M.D.

P.S. With Restore, there's no doubt in your mind that it works, because within 10 minutes of application, you will see in the mirror your skin gain volume and the appearance of wrinkles fade almost instantly. Remember, I guarantee it or your money back!

P.P.S. Age doesn't wait. Life doesn't wait. Why wait to see how beautiful you can be? I know, sometimes it's difficult to make a decision to purchase. That's why I've made this completely risk free. If you're not 100% satisfied, you can send your bottle(s) back and get a full refund. The only thing you risk, is waiting and not enjoying Restore’s remarkable results when you look in the mirror!

Restore Your Beauty Today!

ULTIMATE DEAL: Save $52.94!
VIP Auto Ship Program

Save $19.98 per bottle when you order 3 bottles of Restore for just $48.97 per bottle plus FREE SHIPPING for as long as you remain with the program!


And remember, if you're not completely satisfied you can get a prompt refund of every dollar you paid. That way, you risk nothing.

Order Autoship Now!

GREAT DEAL

Save $6.99 per bottle when you order 3 bottles of Restore for just $62.96 per bottle, plus shipping + handling.
TRIAL OFFER

Please send 1 bottle of Restore for just $69.95 + Shipping and handling.

Order Trial Offer

My Personal 100% Satisfaction Money-Back Guarantee

This is my promise to you:

- You must be completely satisfied.
- If not, you will receive a prompt refund of every penny you paid. No questions asked. That way you can try my breakthrough solutions without risk or regret.
- If you request a refund, you can still keep everything you've received with my compliments and thanks.

To Your Good Health,
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* These statements have not been evaluated by the Food and Drug Administration. This product is not intended to diagnose, treat, cure, or prevent any disease.

To learn more about Pure Radiance, Inc., call (888) 795-4005 or visit: www.PureRadiance.com